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Natural Lambswool Collection

Using a subtle neutral palette of camel, slate grey and off-white yarns, our in-house creative team have crafted a versatile collection of natural home accessories all in supremely soft Merino Lambswool. A combination of Scandinavian and British design elements offer up a unique take on this classic colour group, with the aim to tie in to a broad range of interior styles.

Size Guide

Shetland:
140 × 185cm (W×L)
A re-creation of a design found in one of our century old pattern archives, Milan became an immediate Bronte favourite upon its introduction to the interiors range in 2018. This year we’ve added six new shades in this intricate reversible design; perfect to display either as a full set or within their own individual colour stories.
Legacy Collection

The unique colours for Bronte by Moon products are created by blending between two and seven different dyed wools.

With designs deriving from the Moon furnishing fabric collection of the same name, our Legacy throws & cushions are fresh yet classically country plaids and windowpanes, crafted in neutrally grounded colours of Eau De Nil, Mustard and Heather.

Size Guide

Shetland:
140 x 185cm (W×L)
These fine wool throws have all been inspired by the places in the National Trust’s care; stately designs in a rich colour palette. Woven in Yorkshire to the highest standards at our historic mill, this licensed collection represents a unique collaboration between two quintessentially British brands. With special product branding and a donation made to the Trust charity, we are proud to support the National Trust.
Based on the 2018 Pantone Colour of the Year Ultra-Violet, this range of Lambswool and Shetland quality throws marries a staple colour of the Bronte range with the latest trends & modernity.
Eucalyptus
Colours by Bronte

Eucalyptus is a tropical yet natural colour with an ever-rising popularity in luxuriant interior design. Mixing both bold & hazy shades, our Eucalyptus throws & cushions are available in a variety of check, stripe and semi-plain patterns.

Size Guide
Shetland/Lambswool:
140 × 185cm (W×L)
Mohair:
135 × 180cm (W×L)
Alpaca:
130 × 200cm (W×L)

Our signature soft handle is fashioned in the finishing process, where pure Yorkshire spring water is pumped from an artesian well within the Moon mill.
Saffron is one of the most precious spices in the world; we hope to do it justice with these luxury Lambswool accessories! The exotically rich Saffron shades perfectly complement a more neutral grounding of beige, camel and charcoal.

**Size Guide**
- Shetland/Lambswool: 140 × 185cm (W×L)
- Alpaca: 130 × 200cm (W×L)

**INTERIOR PALETTE INSPIRATION!**
Bright, bold, and brilliant... what’s not to love about this colourful collection? With a full spectrum of shades including Teal, Fuchsia, Gold, Coral and Hazel woven expertly together, these are the perfect blankets for a day at the beach, park or garden.
Monochrome
Colours by Bronte

A contemporary twist on our best-selling colour story (Grey... surprise surprise!); Monochrome is a set of skillfully constructed geometrics. Find your new favourite among our Houndstooth, Prince of Wales Check and Multistripe designs.
Gold & Grey
Colours by Bronte

Following on from the success of our bold Gold collection comes Gold & Grey, a new swathe of contemporary designs with added tones of charcoal and slate. All in our softest Merino Lambswool quality, Gold & Grey’s latest series includes textured Houndstooth, geometric Rectangle and full throw Harley Stripe patterns.

COLOURS BY BRONTE

Size Guide
Shetland/Lambswool:
140 × 185cm (W×L)
Mohair:
135 × 180cm (W×L)
Aqua & Camel throws are the perfect pick-me-up for Spring interior schemes with a refreshing coastal vibe. We’ve added an on-trend Prince of Wales design alongside the tried and tested Melbourne Check, rounding off the group with plain Parquet, Harlequin and Stripe patterns.

Size Guide
Lambswool:
140 × 185cm (W×L)
Mohair:
135 × 180cm (W×L)
Coral & Mint

Colours by Bronte

Add a splash of Spring-time colour with a trend inspired combination of Coral & Mint. Designed in the bold new checks and stripes of Harlequin, Harley Stripe and Prince of Wales, the collection is well rounded off with a cleverly crafted Houndstooth and in-demand Parquet pattern.

Size Guide

Lambswool:
140 × 185cm (W×L)

Mohair:
135 × 180cm (W×L)
The classic Herringbone pattern is a guaranteed best seller in our range season after season. We’ve created a ten strong selection of trend-led colours for 2019, perfect both to tie in with our latest launches or as a simple Scandi-inspired addition on its own.
Generations of skill and expertise go into each and every one of our products.
Jasmine, after passing her apprenticeship 6 months early, carries out physical and chemical testing on all yarns we produce. Our internal Quality Control (QC) team carries out a wide range of testing, up-keeping our own high standards while maintaining industry recommendations and delivering results to our customers.

Craig Adamson
Blending Warehouse Operative | 5 Years

The secret to creating rich colour is in the blend. With Craig’s trained eye, he picks out up to seven different coloured wools to go into the recipe for each yarn, creating the finished colour. This is what gives Tweeds, Heathers and Plaids their uniquely rich texture. For example, if a check design includes 5 different colours, and each colour has 7 different shades in the yarn, the eye is picking up 35 different colours in the finished pattern.

We craft our beautiful ranges of throws, cushions and fashion accessories from the historic Moon mill in Guiseley, Yorkshire. Established in 1837 and with over 180 years of proud British manufacturing & design heritage already to our name, we are now one of Great Britain's last remaining vertical woollen mills.

The term ‘vertical’ is a throwback to the Victorian era when mills would rise several stories, with each floor containing separate parts of the manufacturing process. Today it remains a unique confirmation of our authenticity; we control every stage of production from raw wool to finished product including Dyeing, Blending, Carding, Spinning, Warping, Weaving, and Finishing.

We create our collections with a balance between innovative design & traditional craft, maintaining our position at the forefront of commercial trends with consistent high quality. Our passion for distinction remains as strong now as ever, carrying the message of what it truly means to be ‘Made in Great Britain’.
Country Collection

Reminiscent of the sprawling Yorkshire countryside so close to our mill, our new Country Collection takes its lead from the popular Moon Moorland II fabric range, with the three top selling Glen Coe colourways of Aqua, Heather and Mustard being lovingly re-crafted as matching throws and cushions.

Size Guide
Shetland/Lambswool
140 × 185cm (W×L)
Parquet Collection

- **PARQUET GOLD**
  - T0460-A35
  - Lambswool

- **PARQUET CAMEL**
  - T0460-A95
  - Lambswool

- **PARQUET BEIGE**
  - T0460-A96
  - Lambswool

- **PARQUET AQUA**
  - T0460-A99
  - Lambswool

- **PARQUET CORAL**
  - T0460-A98
  - Lambswool

- **PARQUET GREY**
  - T0460-A24
  - Lambswool

**Size Guide**
Lambswool/Shetland: 140 × 185cm (W×L)

Bright Herringbone Collection

- **HERRINGBONE CERISE PINK**
  - T0321-A01
  - Shetland

- **HERRINGBONE PINK**
  - T0321-A02
  - Shetland

- **HERRINGBONE AQUA**
  - T0321-A04
  - Shetland

- **HERRINGBONE JADE**
  - T0321-A05
  - Shetland

- **HERRINGBONE ORANGE**
  - T0321-A03
  - Shetland

- **HERRINGBONE HEATHER**
  - T0321-B06
  - Shetland
Alpaca Collection

From the highest plains of the Peruvian Andes, Alpaca wool is the connoisseurs’ choice – known for over six thousand years as the fibre of the gods. A durable, luxurious and silky fibre, Alpaca wool is celebrated for its warmth and hypoallergenic qualities. Ideal as a warm throw or as a stylish wrap.

Within our Alpaca Plains you will find a strong mixture of neutral and bold colours, a wonderfully rich addition to any sofa or bedroom.

Size Guide
Alpaca:
130 × 200cm (W×L)
Mohair Collection

These Mohair throws are whisper-soft, making them firm favourites with Bronte customers. Available in a wide selection of rich colours to suit any room of the house. The second part of our Distinction range alongside our luxuriate Alpaca throws.

(Continued overleaf)
These bold contemporary throws are perfect for the ever-changing world of modern interiors. Our instantly recognisable Multispot design is complemented by brightly toned Windowpane and Block patterns, the full range of colours proving a hit season after season.
Athens Check Collection

The reversible Athens Check is our contemporary take on a 'tortoise-shell', with ever-so-slightly raised squares of colour carefully segmented by thin white stripes. Available in Gold, Grey, Slate, Beige, Aqua and Lilac, all Athens throws are made in our stunningly soft Merino Lambswool quality.

Perfect to pair with our Herringbone, Spot, or Blanket Check designs.

Merino Lambswool Tartan Collection

These traditional clan tartan throws are woven in a wonderfully soft Merino Lambswool; fashionable accessories for the Highland inspired home.

A selection of these Tartan patterns are also available in Pure New Wool, a heavier quality with a heritage-style finish. Enquire with our customer service team for more information.

(Continued overleaf)
Using scientific dyeing methods, we can dye our sustainably sourced wools in close to 500 individual colours.
Established in 1837, we have a distinct and proudly British manufacturing heritage of over 180 years.

Large scale Union Jack throws in Lambswool, celebrating all things Great Britain in both classic red, white & blue and neutral grey colourways. British design, British made, and British quality from one of this country’s last remaining vertical woollen mills. The perfect patriotic display for sporting events such as Wimbledon, Silverstone and Athletics.

Size Guide
Merino Lambswool:
200 × 150cm (W×L)
Crafted utilizing a limited supply of un-dyed Pure New Wool, the Natural Collection has been rejuvenated with brand new designs. Now including an Ombre Diamond, Checkaboard, and our classic Huntingtower plaid.
Stylish designs which have stood the test of time, including the best-selling Herringbone. Each design has been woven in a choice of contemporary Grey or Beige.

Our Merino Lambswool products are renowned for its supremely soft handle. These fine wool fibres arrive at our mill with less than 0.3% impurities (i.e. dirt!) after being scoured at the farms; the fully woven throw is then washed again at the end of our making process using pure Yorkshire water to enhance this luxuriate quality.
A selection of super soft cot-sized Throws and Cushions; ideal as gifts for a much beloved newborn.

Made in soft to the skin Merino Lambswool, our Baby blankets are a 100% natural and friendly composition. Please note that for all of our products we recommend dry clean only to protect wool’s supreme natural properties.
Available in three new sizes, our Double Sided Cushions have been finely made and feather-filled in our favourite three Cosmopolitan designs of Melbourne, Chicago and Milan, as well as a small selection in our country home style checks of Glen Coe and Glen Derry. The plain reverse side of each cushion precisely picks out coloured yarns used within the patterns themselves before each is finished with a modern zip detail.

**Size Guide**
- Small Cushion: 35 x 25cm
- Medium Cushion: 45 x 45cm
- Large Cushion: 59 x 59cm.

**Double Sided Cushions**

See the full collection at www.brontebymoon.co.uk/cushions